
IVSimulation SenariosThe experiment onduted in the present work employs a simpli�edsimulation model trying to repliate the IP video environment, as lose aspossible, as far as paket sizes and hannel erasure parameters are onsidered.The main target of this experiment is to ompare the performane of videotransmission under di�erent erasure protetion shemes � an LT based shemeis ompared against two Reed-Solomon based shemes.We made the hoie of Reed-Solomon due to its known higher perform-ane against simple parity odes. Reed-Solomon is also inluded as a possiblesheme in the RFC2733 [4℄.The environment inluding LT erasure protetion is desribed in se-tion IV.1 . The subsequent setions onsider proteting the data with RS odebased protetion shemes.With the built setup, the following will be the outomes examined:� Comparison of the overhead required by the sheme with the LT enoderto ahieve video transmission with a given quality, with those required bythe shemes whih use Reed-Solomon odes to ahieve the same quality;� Comparison of the LT ode and Reed-Solomon behaviors upon di�erenthannel erasure pro�les;� Real streaming of Transport Stream ontent and omparison of the resultwith the non-Fountain pratial approah, when submitted through thesame IP network.The video quality will be quanti�ed by using the objetive BlokingArtifats measurement presented in [12℄. Subjetive evaluation is also assessedby examining the deoded video ontent or printed frames inluded in thenext hapter, whih presents the results.
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Chapter IV. Simulation Senarios 38IV.1 Fountain Enoder SimulationThe Fountain enoder onstrution employed herein is shown in �gureIV.1.

Figure IV.1: LT EnoderWhere the following notation is used:b(i) is the individual byte read from the Transport Stream �le.
TSsel is the syn evaluation blok of eah TSP.
BLTin is the LT enoder input bu�er.
uLT is the sequene of input bloks for the LT enoder.
ELT is the LT enoder.
c is the sequene of enoded bloks from the LT enoder.
BLTout is the enoder output bu�er.
ILT is the LT interleaver.
p is the sequene of UDP payload bloks.
UDPpack is the UDP paketizer.
udp is the sequene of network pakets.Most relevant items will be explained in details in the following sub-setions.
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39 IV.1. Fountain Enoder Simulation(a) Input �le and TS Seletion Blok (TSSEL)The Transport Stream samples employed in this work an be found in[15℄. Some samples do not start exatly with a syn byte, i.e. these do notmath with the starting point of a TSP being arried.The TS Seletion blok analyzes the sy bytes of the TSP's presentin the TS sample and makes the seletion of valid TSP's to be fed to the FECinput bu�er.In order to de�ne the starting point of the Transport stream �le beingread as the �rst byte of the next integral Transport Stream paket, an auxiliary
188 bytes long vetor entitled a is reated. If the original TS �le is valid, therewill be a syn byte at some point in vetor a. The vetor entitled input_auxis the result of reading bytes diretly from the soure TS �le:fid=fopen('SPTS sample.ts','r');input_aux=fread(fid);flose(fid);a=input_aux(1:188);The start variable indiates the position of the next syn byte found inthe string, given by 47 HEX (= 71DEC).start=find(a==71);Finally, the input vetor ontaining omplete TSP's, denominatedinput_TS, is obtained:input_TS=input_aux(start:((start-1)+(nTSPs*188)));This pre-proessing assures working with full Transport Stream paketsin the original �le. This operation an be repeated for every new TSP read,but it is expeted that start will math the �rst byte position of every newTSP from this point on.
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Chapter IV. Simulation Senarios 40(b) Input Bu�er (BLT in)This blok stores the inoming bytes read from the soure �le into vetorsdesignated uLT(i), of length k, whih orresponds to the LT enoder soureblok dimension.Eah vetor uLT(i) is a sequene of TSP's, represented by vetors(
s1, s2, . . . , sNtsp

).Thus, the input bu�er provides the sequene of LT soure bloks
uLT =

(
uLT(1),uLT(2), . . . ,uLT(β)

) (1)where β is the amount of LT soure pakets produed within the intervalexamined.() LT Enoder blok (ELT)LT-enoding an be ahieved by simply multiplying every omponentvetor uLT(i) belonging to the sequene of vetors uLT by the matrix G, ofdimensions (k, n), whih haraterizes the LT-enoder. The enoder output isa sequene of vetors of length n, given by c =
(
c1, c2, . . . , cβ

), where β is theamount of enoded bloks produed within the interval examined and eahomponent vetor is given by the notation
ci =

(
ci(1), ci(2), . . . , ci(n)

)
. (2)User de�ned parametersStill referring to �g. IV.1, the User Param. box will provide the setof parameters de�ned by the user to generate the matrix G employed forenoding.The following parameters haraterize the enoder:

δ is the failure probability de�ned by the user.
c is a onstant de�ned by the user.
τ(i) is given by

τ(i) =





R
ik
, for i = 1, ..., k/(R− 1);

R
k
ln(R

δ
), for i = k/R;

0, for i = k/R + 1, ..., k;

β(i) given by
β(i) =

k∑

i=1

τ(i) + ρ(i);
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41 IV.1. Fountain Enoder Simulation
µ(i) given by

µ(i) =
ρ(i) + τ(i)

βOne the Robust Soliton distribution µ =
(
µ(1), . . . , µ(i), . . . , µ(k)

) isobtained, it will be used in the generation of the degrees vetor d, neessary forthe onstrution of the generator matrix G. The Robust Soliton Distribution
µ de�nes the probability of an element of the degree's vetor d to assume aninteger value between 1 and k.In order to translate this information into the degrees vetor d, we makeuse of an auxiliary vetor T of the same dimension of the vetor d:

T = (T (1), . . . , T (k + 1)) (3)where:
T (1) = 0

T (i) =
i−1∑

j=1

µ(j), i = 2, . . . , k + 1.The vetor T will de�ne k intervals between [0, 1], having threshold T (i),for i = 1 : k. A uniform distribution in the interval [0, 1] is sampled for
ℓ = 1, . . . , k and the degree d(ℓ) will be set equal to i if the sample value
ds(i) falls within the interval [T (i), T (i = 1)].The generator matrix is reated as a sparse matrix apable of alloatinga number of non-zero elements equivalent to the sum of the elements of thedegrees vetor, from whihG is generated. The n-th olumn ofG is reated withthe amount of non-zero elements equivalent to the value of the n-th elementin the degree vetor generating the matrix.Finally, a random permutation of the elements in the olumn ofG assuresthat d soure symbols are randomly hosen in the generation of eah enodingsymbol.(d) Enoder's Output bu�er (BLTout)In the output bu�er, eah vetor c(i) of the sequene c, provided bythe enoder, is stored as the olumns of a matrix entitled C, of dimension
[n, β], where n is the length of the LT enoded blok and β the amount ofenoded bloks generated within the time interval observed and arranged asthe olumns of C. The lower threshold for the output bu�er apaity is thengiven by n · β.For notation purpose, C is given by:
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Chapter IV. Simulation Senarios 42
C =

(
c1; c2; . . . , cβ

)
. (4)(e) Interleaving (ILT) and UDP paking (UDPpack)The interleaver provides the sequene p from the matrix C, by seletinggroups of its lines. We piked a value of β suh that an integer amount of linesis piked in order to ompose one network paket.

p =
(
p1, p2, . . . , pζ

)
. (5)where ζ is the amount of pi bloks generated within the interval observed.Eah omponent pi is given by the onatenation of ν lines of C:

pi =
(
C(i, :), C(i+ 1, :), . . . , C(:, i+ (ν − 1)) (6)Hene, eah vetor pi has size ν ·β bytes, being n the LT enoder outputblok size.As a result, the interleaving operation an be haraterized as follows:

pi =
(
c1(i), c2(i), . . . , cβ(i), . . . , cβ(i+ (ν − 1))where a zig-zag san is aomplished aross ν lines of the matrix C. Inother words, eah network paket udpi will ontain ν lines of C.For the sake of simpli�ation, in the simulation herein, β is made of thesize of a TSP. Considering the MTU of 1, 500 bytes, ν equals seven.The user parameters employed in the LT enoder, namely the informationprovided by the Tanner Graph, have to be provided to the LT deoder. Weassume that the same is appended unsrambled to the �rst bytes of the payloadsetion of eah UDP paket. This is, for example, the method employed inETSI102034 [21℄ and in the RFC5052 [9℄.(f) IP Erasure ChannelIn this box, we assume that the UDP pakets are enapsulated intolower level protools. Moreover, hannel paket erasures our, resulting inthe random erasure of some omponents UDP(i) belonging to the sequene

UDP, depending on the hannel erasure rate.At the reeiving end, a sequene
y =

(
y1,y2, . . . ,yN ′′

)where N ′′ ≤ N ′, to aount for paket losses. If no pakets were lost, we willhave yi = xi, otherwise yi = xℓi, with ℓi known to the reeiver.
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43 IV.2. Fountain deoder simulationAt implementation level, this an be easily aomplished by randomlyerasing the olumns in the generator matrix used to deode the inomingstring, i.e. olumns ommon to the same IP paket. It an be veri�ed thaterasing all none-zero elements in a olumn of the Generator matrix is the sameas erasing all onnetions in the Tanner graph to a partiular enoding symbol.This symbol will be handled as unknown by the binary erasure hannel reeiver.IV.2 Fountain deoder simulationThe onstrution of the Fountain deoder implemented herein is depitedin �gure IV.2.

Figure IV.2: Fountain Deoder SimulationThe following notation is adopted:udp' is the sequene of UDP pakets entering the deoder.UDP De-Pak is the de-paketizer that extrats payload information frominoming UDP pakets.p' is the sequene of reeived network pakets' payload bloks.
BDECin is the deoder's input bu�er.
I−1
LT is the deoder's inverse interleaver.
c′ is the sequene of reeived LT enoded bloks.
DLT is the LT deoder.
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Chapter IV. Simulation Senarios 44
u′
LT is the sequene of reovered LT soure bloks.

BDECout is the deoder output bu�er.Most important items will be explained in details in the following sub-setions.(a) UDP Unpaking blokThis blok reeives the sequene udp′ =
(
udp1,udp2, . . . ,udpα

), where
α is the amount of reeived UDP pakets and ς orresponds to the amountof UDP pakets transmitted. Notie that due to erasures in the PEC hannel,
α ≤ ς.As the payload bytes p(i) are unpaked, these are provided to thedownstream bu�er. We assume there is a mehanism to monitor paket loss,suh as RTP sequene numbering in eah RTP paket. Suh mehanism anprovide information to the upper layer hannel deoder.We also assume that this blok retrieves information on how data wasenoded at the transmitter side and forwards it to the downstream LT deoder.(b) LT deoder input bu�er (BDECin) and de-interleaver(I−1

LT)This blok restores the payload sequenes p′ as ν rows of the matrix C ′.Information for β and ν employed at the enoding side is neessary at thispoint. The parameters β and ν are explained in the previous sub-setion.Notie that:size(C',1) <= size(C,1)size(C',2) = size(C,2)where the row sizes of matries C′ and C di�er by a fator of ν.The lines o C′ are piked by I−1
LT in order to ompose the sequene c′.Eah omponent of c′i is given by:

c′i =
(
C ′(:, i)) (7)The de-interleaving is haraterized as hereunder:

c′i =
(
C ′(1, i)), C ′(2, i), . . . , C ′(n, i) (8)
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45 IV.2. Fountain deoder simulation() LT DeodingThe LT Deoder blok loads the Generator matrixG used in the enodingside. We assume the same is provided by the UDP De-Pak blok.It also reads the inoming reovered LT-enoded pakets. We assumethat the information onerning erasure positions is provided by lower levelprotools. This information an be retrieved through RTP paket numbering,as explained in [1℄.With the known erasure positions, the deoder erases all non-zero ele-ments in the olumns ofG, whih orrespond to the positions of erased pakets.The blok's input is then given by the sequene of vetors (odewords)
ĉ. The sequene u′

LT =
(
u′

LT(1),u
′
LT(2), . . . ,u

′
LT(K)

), is provided by thedeoder as a result of the deoding proess � it should be kept in mind thatfor most symbols it will happen that:
u′

LT(j) = uLT(j).But if deoding does not ahieve ompletion, it may also happen that, somesymbols remain unovered and delivered as erasure at the deoder output:
u′

LT(j) = E.If suh is the ase, the erasure will be, arbitrarily, transformed into a zero (ora one) before being delivered to the the next proessing box.A brief explanation on the deoder's implementation is next ensued.LT deoder implementationFirst, a variable designated Position is reated, given by the amount ofnon-zero elements in eah olumn of G:For i=1,...,N;Position(i)= find(G(:,i));endWhen the deoder �nds a olumn with a single non-zero element, it disoversthe soure symbol onneted to that transmission node:If Position(i)\equiv1u_hat_LT(j) = u_LT(j);endOne the soure symbol u_hat_LT(j) is disovered, it is summed modulo2 to all transmission nodes � also known as Neighbors nodes � onneted to it.
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Chapter IV. Simulation Senarios 46The positions of the Neighbors are de�ned by loating the non-zero elementsin the i-th line of the generator matrix G, where i is de�ned in the previousstep. We have thus: Neighbors_Positions=find(G(Positions,:))The disovered soure symbol is XOR'ed to the transmitted neighbors:_hat_in(Neighbors_Positions) = ...bitxor( _hat_LT(Neighbors_Positions), u_hat_LT(j)(j))Finally, the orresponding onnetions in Tanner graph are erased, what is thesame as erasing the orresponding non-zero elements in G:For Neighbors_Positions = 1:G(j,Neighbors_Positions)=G(j,Neighbors Positions)-1Fig. IV.3 illustrates the referred proessing.

Figure IV.3: Proessing of G upon eah iteration
(d) LT deoder output bu�er (BLTDECout) and de-interleaving (I−1

LT)The output bu�er stores the deoded pakets provided by D_LT as rowsof a matrix with dimension [LTS , KLT ], both explained in previous setions.Finally, the de-interleaver reovers the original TSP's, whih are written to thereovered �le. One all TSP's have been written, the same will be ready foranalysis.
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47 IV.3. Repeating the Experiment with Reed-Solomon Codes:one-dimensional shemeIV.3 Repeating the Experiment with Reed-Solomon Codes: one-dimensional shemeThe simulation presented in the previous setion, in whih the TS �le isproteted by an LT ode, is repeated, for the sake of omparison, with shemesbased on Reed-Solomon odes (RS odes, in short). Reed-Solomon odes areited, for instane, in the RFC presented in [4℄, that de�nes a payload formatfor FEC in RTP streams. Reed-Solomon Codes are also frequently adopted asan optional oding sheme by equipment manufaturers.Next, a single dimensional RS ode with a pre-interleaving stage isemployed. It is followed by a simulation that inludes the seond dimension ofthe RS ode. The simulations herein are based in the parametrization providedin [20℄ and in the framework desribed in [9℄.(a) RS-1D enoderThe RS-1D enoder is depited in �g IV.4 and is very similar to the LTsheme presented in the previous setion.

Figure IV.4: RS-1D EnoderThe following notation is employed:b(i), TSsel, tsp(i), IPpack, UDP(j) have the same de�nition as in the LTsimulation.
BRSin is the RS enoder input bu�er.S is the matrix of TSPs stored in the input bu�er.
IRS is the RS interleaver.
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Chapter IV. Simulation Senarios 48
RSin is the RS soure blok.
ERS is the RS enoder.
RSout is the RS enoded blok.
BRSout is the Reed-Solomon IP paking bu�er.C is the matrix of RS enoded pakets.The omposition of the UDP paks is very similar to IV.1. The matrix Chas dimension [LTSP , nRS], being nRS the RS output blok size. The pakinginto UDP pakets is aomplished through seletion of groups of seven olumnsof C, distributed along the payload setion of eah network paket. Thesimulation of paket erasures is the same.(b) RS-1D deoderThe single-dimensional Reed-Solomon deoder is shown in �gure IV.5.

Figure IV.5: RS-1D deoderThe following notation is employed:UDP'(i), IP de-pak,p'(j), tsp(k) are the same as in IV.1.
BDECin is the RS deoder input bu�er.
RS′

OUT is the RS enoded blok reeived.
DRS is the RS deoder.
RS′

IN is the reovered RS soure blok.
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49 IV.4. Repeating the Experiment with Reed-Solomon Codes:two-dimensional ase
BDECout is the RS deoder output bu�er.
I−1
RS is the inverse RS interleaver.The RS Deoder box reads the inoming RS-enoded pakets, the stringof vetors (odewords) ĉ. The sequene ûRS =

(
ûRS(1), ûRS(2), . . . , ûRS(K)

),will be the sequene of symbols reovered by the deoder. Di�erently from theLT sheme, the deoder either aepts the paket as reeived without error ordelares the whole paket as erased. In other words, it will either happen
ûLT(j) = uLT(j).or
ûLT(j) = E.In suh ase, the erasures an be arbitrarily transformed into zeros (orinto ones) before being delivered to the the next proessing box.IV.4 Repeating the Experiment with Reed-Solomon Codes: two-dimensional ase(a) RS-2D enoderFig. IV.6 shows the work�ow for the two-dimensional Reed-Solomonenoder implemented herein.

Figure IV.6: RS-2D EnoderThe following notation is employed:
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Chapter IV. Simulation Senarios 50b(i), TSsel, tsp(i), BRSin, S have the same de�nition as in the RS-1Dsheme.
IRS is the RS interleaver for the �rst dimension only.
ERS1, ERS2 are the RS enoders for the �rst and seond dimensions, respet-ively.
BRSout1, BRSout2 are the output blok paking bu�ers for the �rst and seonddimensions, respetively.
C1,C2 are the matries omposed by output bloks of the �rst and seonddimensions, respetively. These have sizes [kRS1, NRS1] and [kRS2, NRS2],being kRS1 and kRS2 the soure blok sizes and NRS1 and NRS2 outputblok sizes for the RS enoders of the �rst and seond dimensions,respetively.
RSPACK is the paketizer responsible for merging the original payload andboth overheads of the two separate dimensions into the same matrix.C is the matrix of size [NRS1, NRS2], whih ontains both overheads from thetwo dimensions and the original payload bytes.
IPPACK is the IP paking blok, whih distributes the bytes of C aross thepayload setion of the UDP pakets.In the two-dimensional sheme, data is arranged into a long sequeneof square matries and is split between two paths. In the �rst, the same isinverted and line-wise enoded (vetors of length k1 enoded with a systematiRS-enoder), whereas in the seond path, no inversion is made and enodingis also performed on a line-by-line basis (vetors of length k2 are enoded withan RS-enoder). The proessing is illustrated in Fig. IV.7.The overhead bloks generated by the seond dimension of the ode areindiated by FEC'. Aording to [20℄, the seond dimension is intended toope with single paket losses that might happen in addition to burst erasures.The matries C1 and C2 whih result from storing the enoded bloks asits rows, are typially retangular. The overheads have now to be merged withthe original payload for transmission. These three omponents are arranged insuh a way that the same UDP paket will not ontain bytes from the originalpayload and from the resulting overheads, i.e., as if separate UDP pakets were
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51 IV.4. Repeating the Experiment with Reed-Solomon Codes:two-dimensional ase

Figure IV.7: Two-Dimensional FECemployed in the hannel simulation, aiming to reprodue the framework in [21℄or [4℄, where separate ports are employed.The matrix C, shown in �g.IV.8, is omposed as follows:C = zeros(k,(2N-k));C(:,1:N) = C_1(:,1:N);C(:,N+1:(2N-k)) = C_1(:,k+1:N)

Figure IV.8: Re-arrangement of data subjeted to transmission
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Chapter IV. Simulation Senarios 52In the IP_Pak blok, the olumns of C are distributed along the payloadsetion of the UDP pakets, as in the IP paking exposed in setion IV.1.Finally, we assume that the user parameters, neessary at the deodingside, are multiplexed in the IP_Pak blok.(b) RS-2D deoderThe RS-2D deoder is depited in �gure IV.9:

Figure IV.9: RS-2D deoderThe following notation is employed:UDP'(i), IP de-pak,p'(j), tsp(k) are the same as in IV.1.
BDECin is the RS-2D deoder input bu�er.
C′ is the RS-2D enoded blok reeived.
RSSEL1 is the RS enoded paket seletor for the �rst dimension.
RSSEL2 is the RS enoded paket seletor for the seond dimension.
C′

1,C
′
2 are the reovered C1 and C2 matries of payload and enoded pakets,as de�ned in the previous setion.

DRS1 is the RS deoder of the �rst dimension.
DRS2 is the RS deoder of the seond dimension.
RS′

IN is the reovered RS soure blok.
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53 IV.4. Repeating the Experiment with Reed-Solomon Codes:two-dimensional ase
BDECout is the RS deoder output bu�er.
I−1
RS is the inverse RS interleaver.The payload bytes de-apsulated from the UDP pakets by the BRSDECinare arranged as lines of the matrix C.Again, we assume that the erasures have known positions, that wereidenti�ed by RTP paket numbering and informed to upper layers of interest,suh as the hannel deoder. It an be veri�ed that due to erasures in the IPhannel:size(C_reovered,2) >= size(C_,2)The di�erene given by size(C_reovered,2) - size(C_,2) is a mul-tiple of ξ, spei�ed in the previous sub-setion as the amount of olumnsgrouped into the same UDP payload.Hene, it an also be veri�ed that:size(C_1,2) >= size(C_1RX,2)size(C_1,2) >= size(C_2RX,1)

C1 and C2 are provided by the bloks RSSEL1 and RSSEL2 respetively.These bloks literally "rop" the overhead olumn that is not useful for theorresponding downstream Reed-Solomon deoder.The modules entitled SUM will hek the integrity of S' provided by the�rst dimension.
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